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Background

• The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines

Agency (EMA) recommend that drugs that exert a pro-cognitive effect should be

accompanied by measureable improvements in a functionally meaningful endpoint.

• Several instruments have been developed that seek to capture the subjective

experience and impact of cognitive dysfunction on daily living in patients with

schizophrenia for use as co-primary endpoints in clinical trials.

• However, it remains unclear to what extent these accurately reflect objective

cognitive performance or whether they are influenced by other aspects of illness.

Methods

• We conducted a secondary analysis of data from 413 patients with schizophrenia

who participated in a multi-national, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled

trial.

• During the trial, participants completed two different neurocognitive test batteries, the

Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) and the

MATRICS Consensus Cognitive Battery (MCCB).

• They also completed two measures of subjective cognitive performance, the

Schizophrenia Cognition Rating Scale (SCoRS) and the Patient Reported

Experience of Cognitive Impairment in Schizophrenia (PRECIS).

• The severity of patient’s symptoms was also assessed at each time point using the

Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).

• All assessments were conducted at baseline and at a 12-week follow-up assessment

(end of treatment). The latter was conducted at least 70 days after the baseline

assessment among all patients included in these analyses.

• We examined the associations between these variables using correlational and

hierarchical multivariable linear regression analyses.

Results

• Scores on each of the subjective measures of cognition were weakly correlated in the

expected direction with objective measures of cognitive performance across both the

CANTAB and MCCB tasks, but were more strongly associated with symptom severity

as assessed using the PANSS (see Table 1).

• The strength of associations between subjective and objective measures of cognition

were reduced further after controlling for clinical symptoms using partial-correlation.

• In contrast, controlling for objective cognitive performance had a negligible impact on

the association between subjective measures of cognition and clinical symptoms.

• Multivariable regression analyses indicated that clinical symptoms accounted for

significantly greater variance in subjective cognition scores compared to either

objective cognitive performance or demographic variables (see Tables 2, 3 and 4).

• These results were consistent at both the baseline and 12-week follow-up

assessments.

Discussion

• Subjective appraisals of cognition are poor predictors of objective cognitive

performance in patients with schizophrenia.

• The burden reported by patients on these instruments appears to be more

closely associated with the severity of their clinical symptoms.

• This has important implications for the use of these measures as co-primary

endpoints in clinical trials assessing pro-cognitive drug effects.
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Table 1: Correlations between subjective cognitive functioning, objective cognitive 

performance and clinical symptoms at baseline

SCoRS total (n = 413) PRECIS total (n = 326)

r p-value r p-value

CANTAB composite -.237 < .001 -.085 .124

MCCB composite -.257 < .001 -.146 .008

PANSS – total .486 < .001 220 < .001

PANSS – positive subscale .427 < .001 .223 < .001

PANSS – negative subscale .319 < .001 .025 .656

PANSS – general subscale .453 < .001 .245 < .001

Note: Higher SCoRS and PRECIS totals signify poorer subjective cognitive functioning

Model Predictor variables
Standardised 

coefficients (Beta)
t p-value

1

Age -.013 -.252 .802

Sex .111 2.262 .024

Country .074 1.487 .138

2

Age -.038 -.776 .438

Sex .118 2.485 .013

Country .036 .742 .458

MCCB composite -.257 -5.324 < .001

3

Age -.034 -.792 .429

Sex .087 2.040 .042

Country .009 .200 .842

MCCB composite -.162 -3.676 < .001

PANSS - total .444 10.158 < .001

Table 2: Demographic, cognitive and clinical predictors of subjective cognitive 

functioning (SCoRS total) at baseline

Table 3: Model summary - predictors of SCoRS total

Model r r2 Adjusted r2

1 .137 .019 .012

2 .287 .083 .074

3 .518 .268 .259

Note: The multivariable analyses above were conducted using the MCCB composite score,

though almost identical results were found using the CANTAB composite. Though

statistically significant, demographic factors and objective cognitive performance accounted

for little variance in SCoRS total – inclusion of clinical symptoms resulted in a substantial

increase in variance accounted for.

Table 4: Model summary - predictors of PRECIS total

Model r r2 Adjusted r2

1 .041 .002 -.008

2 .152 .023 .011

3 .251 .063 .048

Note: We repeated the hierarchical multivariable linear regression analyses reported in

Table 2 using PRECIS total scores as the dependant variable. These results also

demonstrated that clinical symptoms accounted for substantially greater variance compared

to objective cognitive performance (using either MCCB or CANTAB), and were the only

significant independent predictors of PRECIS total scores in the final model. However, these

variables collectively still only accounted for a small proportion of the variance in this

outcome measure.


